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A B S T R A C T

We study a problem faced by a service provider, who is responsible for the repair of a group of assets subject to
random failures. In case of a failure, both an engineer and a spare part of the right kind need to be available to
carry out the repair. A limited number of engineers are employed while also stocks of the various spare parts are
limited. In case any resource (engineer or spare part) is not immediately available, the service provider may
follow a full backlogging policy. Alternatively, in case of spare parts stock out, he has the option to revert to an
emergency supplier with ample capacity of resources. We present an original model to analyze the problem
dynamics between this service provider and the emergency supplier. Especially, we determine the optimal
emergency shipment cost and the optimal multi-resource level of the service provider. To this end, we propose a
computationally efficient algorithm to find the Stackelberg equilibrium. Furthermore, we design a revenue-
sharing cooperative contract between these players which always results in coordination. Finally, we examine
the risk of uncertainties in such a contract and find the optimal contract parameters by considering the utility
functions of the players.

1. Introduction

After-sales service logistics have received much attention in recent
years as the service oriented sector has grown significantly world wide.
After-sales and maintenance services constitute a significant part in
many industries, often generating twice as much profit as do sales of
original products and equipment [6]. For companies (customers) op-
erating with capital-intensive equipment and products, such as ad-
vanced manufacturing equipment, defense systems and airplanes,
downtime is highly undesirable, therefore, they require very high
system availability and reliability. Different maintenance services such
as inspections, preventive maintenance, repair and replacement are
executed to keep these expensive systems in the desired working con-
dition. A recent line of research has focused on the coordination of
repair time and the spare parts stocking policy via condition-based
maintenance (CBM), see [3,37]. In CBM, different types of associated
data (e.g., vibration, temperature, sound) are collected and analyzed to
estimate if and when a failure may occur. This insight in the compo-
nent’s remaining useful lifetime can lead to a better scheduling of
maintenance activities and accordingly, a better handling of spare parts
and service engineers utilization. CBM, along with preventive main-
tenance activities, can considerably decrease the number of failures of

assets. However, not all failures are predictable and can be completely
prevented. For example, the electronic components or equipment
mainly consisting of electronics have a constant failure rate, so most
monitoring techniques do not apply and technical reliability may not be
easy to improve or at best at very high costs by such activities, see [27].
In this study, we consider components and assets for which preventive
maintenance and condition-based monitoring are not able to fully avoid
failures and guarantee a 100% reliability. Unpredictable failures may
still happen which explains our use of the exponential distribution with
time-independent failure rate. In this case, the solution is to accept few
failures but at the same time make sure that the resulting damage will
be minimal by quickly replacing the failed parts, repair by replacement.
In other words, the repair actions, corrective maintenance jobs, are
necessary.

Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) often dedicate local
service providers to serve customers in different regions. Service pro-
viders often hold local spare parts inventory and employ a team of
service engineers to maintain the assets and repair the failures.
Planning of resources required to execute corrective maintenance ac-
tions, in particular spare parts and service engineers, plays a critical
role in this premise since it is directly linked to business success due to
the impact of their availability on asset reliability and availability.
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Spare parts are stocked and a team of service engineers is employed
locally to prevent downtime: upon failure, a defective component can
be replaced quickly by a functioning spare part. It is therefore im-
portant to have a sufficient number of resources on hand. However,
these resources are usually expensive and require high investment of
the service providers. Therefore, to meet a high target service level, it is
often cost inefficient for a local service provider to fully rely on himself
in serving all repair calls and providing all required resources (by fol-
lowing the standard backordering policy). In this case, the service
providers need an emergency channel for cases the demanded resources
are not available sufficiently fast. An interesting problem arises when
this emergency channel is operated by a different organization, which
in our study we denote as emergency supplier. In such a case, clear
agreements are necessary between the first-line (local) service provider
and the emergency supplier. In the following, we refer to the emergency
supplier as “she” and the local service provider (LSP) as “he”.

The majority of studies in after-sales service supply chains and spare
parts inventory management takes a centralized point of view of a
single player controlling the entire chain [see for a review, 14]. In
studies where contracts between multiple stakeholders are involved,
they typically concern the interaction between the asset owner (cus-
tomer) and the service provider [20]. Despite the increasing trend of
activities outsourcing in the service industry, it is surprising that the
literature on upstream echelons of the service supply chains is very
limited. To the best of our knowledge, the model that we present in this
paper is the first that analyzes the upstream contracting in after-sales
service logistics with multiple resources.

In this paper, we consider a single local service provider main-
taining a group of assets based on a service level agreement with the
customer (asset owner). These assets are subject to random failures and
the service provider is responsible to carry out the repair of the failures
by replacement of the failed part with a ready-to-use spare part. Since
the demand for repairs is not known in advance, and the replenishment
of the ready-to-use spare parts through an external channel usually
takes a long time, the service provider needs to stock a sufficient
number of spare parts to meet the target service level. He also needs to
have a team of service engineers available to replace the mal-
functioning parts. As an alternative, the service provider can keep less
local resources and occasionally revert to an emergency supplier with
ample capacity of spare parts and service engineers to respond to a
repair call. We study the situation where the external emergency sup-
plier is interested in maximizing her own profit and the local service
provider needs to make a contract with her. Fig. 1 illustrates an ex-
ample of the entire service logistics network of this problem. In this
figure, the scope of the network that we study in this paper is high-
lighted. Often, the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) act as the
emergency supplier in such a setting. Alternatively, in a service logistics
network consisting of different local service providers each responsible
for a different region, some of the larger service providers in the net-
work can act as emergency suppliers for the smaller ones. Recently, a
new stream of studies is looking at the impact of 3D printing on after-
sales service logistics and spare parts supply chain [see e.g., 19]. The
model in this paper fits in this literature as well, by assuming that the
emergency supplier manufactures the requested spare parts on demand
using additive manufacturing (3D printing).

Due to various uncertainties in the equipment failures and the spare
parts replenishment, drafting a satisfactory contract between the local
service provider (LSP) and the emergency supplier can be quite com-
plex. We study different types of contracts between these two players.
In the first type of contract, we consider a Stackelberg game with price-
only contract in which no negotiation or cooperation between the
players takes place. This contract is used when the supplier possesses a
relative power over the local service provider and is not interested in
any negotiation. We show that the Stackelberg equilibrium (price-only
contract) does not always result in the highest profit that players can
achieve. The best, i.e. the centralized solution, is found when the two

players act as a single entity and jointly aim to maximize the profit of
the entire system. As a substitute for price-only contracts, revenue-
sharing contracts for coordination in manufacturer-retailer channel in
supply chains are proposed in the literature, see for example, [22,31].
We investigate revenue-sharing contract in which the emergency sup-
plier and the local service provider cooperate to earn more and reach
the centralized optimal solution. We show that this cooperative game
can always coordinate the service chain. Furthermore, we study how
risks due to uncertainties are shared between the LSP and the supplier
and introduce utility functions with which players can incorporate
these risks in their decision makings.

This paper is structured as follows. After a literature review in
Section 2, we present our model in Section 3. The Stackelberg equili-
brium game is studied in Section 4. We discuss the centralized solution
in Section 5 and present a revenue-sharing contract to coordinate the
system. We examine the risk of uncertainties in this cooperative contact
in Section 6. In Section 7, the potential benefit of coordination is pre-
sented in a numerical study. We conclude in Section 8.

2. Literature review

This paper belongs to the pricing research in the business-to-busi-
ness (B2B) area [9]. Pricing of services is usually more challenging than
pricing of physical products, and the interaction of parties in a service
supply chain has not necessarily the same characteristics and perspec-
tive as a traditional supply chain. There is a broad literature on Service
Supply Chain Management (SSCM) considering the interaction and the
contracting between different parties. For comprehensive recent re-
views, we refer to [5,39]. In SSCM contracting, after-sales service has
received less attention so far. Game-theoretical approaches and service
contracting have been incidentally studied in the after-sales services
and maintenance logistics literature especially in capital-intensive in-
dustries. In these industries, uncertainties in cost and repair processes
make it difficult to ensure a promised service level and to quote a price
for providing it. Performance-based contracting (PBC), a novel ap-
proach in this area, is replacing traditional fixed-price and cost-plus
contracts to improve product availability and to reduce the cost of
ownership by tying a service provider compensation to the output value
of his performance. The basis of a PBC strategy is to structure a proper
relationship to reward performance instead of specifying the precise
details of the underlying support services. For a review on performance-
based contracting, see [32].

PBC in the context of after-sales services in the aerospace industry is
studied in [11,20]. Kim et al. [20] focus on the trade-off between spare
parts management and investment in product reliability, by considering
a variable failure rate. They find that the spare asset ownership plays a
key role in achieving a good balance between inventory and reliability
levels. Mirzahosseinian and Piplani [24] examine supply chain perfor-
mance in relation to repairable parts services under performance-based
contracts. They develop an inventory model for a repairable parts
system by varying failure and repair rates. Typically, the after-sale
service is considered as the manufacturer’s warranty. If a product fails
during the warranty period, the customer makes a warranty claim, and
the manufacturer provides the related after-sales services including
repair and replacement. The warranty contract design in different in-
dustries has been extensively investigated in the literature using game
theoretical approaches, see e.g., [1,2,7,8]. PBC is a fundamentally dif-
ferent concept in which the service provider is compensated based on
the realized performance outcome (e.g., asset availability) instead of
the amount of resources utilized for repairs.

Most studies in after-sales services contracting aim at modeling the
interaction of the asset owner (customer) and the service provider.
Studies on contracting in the upstream echelons of the service supply
chains are limited. In this paper, we address the contracting in the higher
echelon of after-sales services by studying a game between a service
provider and his emergency supplier. To the best of our knowledge, the
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model that we present in this paper is the first to analyze the upstream
contracting in after-sales logistics with joint resources.

Some studies apply game theory models in the maintenance planning
and execution, possibly with an integration with after-sales logistics. Jin
et al. [16] use a principal-agent framework to model the contract along
with jointly optimizing the maintenance, the spare parts inventory, and
the repair capacity applying a game-theoretical approach. They conclude
that longer service contracts are preferred by suppliers because they
allow the supplier to save on the annualized inventory investment.
Pascual et al. [26] consider a mechanism to reach channel coordination
over a finite time period. They present a model to determine the optimal
number of preventive maintenance interventions for a fixed term con-
tract using net present value analysis for the vendor, for the client, and
jointly for both parties in an integrated chain. In their model, the client
requires a certain contract length and number of preventive maintenance
interventions, and the vendor proposes a price for that contract. Hamidi
et al. [12] present two game theory approaches for a joint decision-
making contract. In this study, the asset owner and the service agent
need to establish a fair service contract by jointly determining the pre-
ventive replacement and part ordering times considering uncertain
equipment failures. Other interesting papers in maintenance and after-
sales services contracting are [10,15,17,25,38].

In this study, we extend the literature on multi-echelon after-sales
service logistics and spare parts inventory management from a cen-
tralized point of view to the situation in which echelons are governed
by independent parties. In after-sales service logistics, to maintain a
widely dispersed installed base, service points are kept both at locations
close to customers for fast supply times in case of failures and at central
stock locations where stock is pooled both for resupplying the local
stock points and possibly for satisfying customer demand through an
emergency shipment if the local stock points are depleted. Such a
structure is referred to as a multi-echelon structure. The amount of
literature on multi-echelon after-sales service logistics is extensive and
dates back to [34], who developed the METRIC (Multi-Echelon Tech-
nique for Recoverable Item Control) model. This research concerns the
inventory of spare parts considering the replenishment, transshipment
and emergency shipments between different echelon and service points

for which various models for different scenarios have been developed.
As an extension, there exist studies on the integration of other resources
in the planning such as service engineers and tools. The model devel-
oped in this paper is based on [29,30] in which an integrated planning
of spare parts and service engineers is investigated.

3. Model description

We consider a single local service provider maintaining a group of
systems in a service region and an emergency supplier to which the
local provider may revert incidentally to serve a repair call. The local
service provider serves a repair call immediately when both the re-
quested spare part and a service engineer are available. Upon a failure,
if the spare part is in stock but no service engineer is immediately
available, a backlogging policy for the service engineers with part re-
servation is followed. If, however, the requested spare part is not in
stock, irrespective of the service engineers utilization, both the spare
part and the service engineer are satisfied via an external emergency
channel (outsourcing) at a high cost. We call this policy the partial
backlogging. A maximum accepted average waiting time is defined for
the total waiting time in the service region. Waiting times are caused by
either the queueing for service engineers or the lead time needed by an
emergency shipment. There is no priority over different spare part
types, and the backorders in the service engineers queue are served
according to the FCFS policy. The case in which the emergency ship-
ment cost is given and the external emergency channel has an unlimited
supply capacity is studied by Rahimi-Ghahroodi et al. [30]. A related
model under a full backlogging policy is studied in [29] in which the
repair calls are backlogged when the requested spare parts or the ser-
vice engineers are not immediately available. Similar to the model in
[30], in the case the part is available but all the service engineers are
busy, the part is reserved and the repair call is backlogged for service
engineers (part reservation).

Different types of repair calls in this service region arrive randomly
following a Poisson process with rate λ. The assumption of Poisson
failures is standard in the spare parts literature and follows from the
technical nature of the systems under consideration. Each repair call

Fig. 1. An example of a service logistic network, relevant to the studied problem in this paper.
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requires a specific type of spare part. A repair call is of type-k if it
concerns the failure of a type-k spare part and hence a part of the same
type is requested. Let pk denote the probability that a repair call is of
type k. The local service provider holds a local storage in which K
different types of spare parts can be kept. For each repair call, one
service engineer is also needed to accomplish the repair job (which
basically consists of replacing the failed part by a ready-to-use one). A
team of service engineers is located in the region. In this model, we
assume that the service time of a repair call of type k (the time between
the moment the repair job is assigned to a service engineer and the
moment the job will be finished) is exponentially distributed with rate
μk. The inventory of type-k parts is managed according to a base-stock
policy with parameter Sk. That is, for each part consumed from stock, a
replenishment order is immediately issued. This is a typical policy used
for expensive slow-movers in spare parts inventory management. For
each type-k spare part, the replenishment lead time is exponentially
distributed with rate νk. For each spare part, there is a holding cost per
item per time unit. In addition, hiring costs of service engineers is in-
curred. The local service provider outsources the repair call of type k,
when there is no spare part of that type available in stock. In that case,
the emergency supplier fully takes care of the repair call by providing
the needed spare part and service engineer capacity. The local service
provider receives a fixed income U per period of time based on the
service level agreement with the asset owner (which is considered as
given in this paper). A summary of notations is given in Table 1.

Suppose the emergency spare parts and service engineers are sa-
tisfied by an external emergency supplier who is interested in max-
imizing her own profit and the local service provider needs to make a
contract with her. Suppose is the transaction cost per time unit which
the LSP needs to transfer to the supplier based on the contract. This
transaction cost can be a function of the emergency repair call (failure)
rate (for calls the LSP transfers to the supplier) or, in more complicated
contracts, a function of both the spare parts stock level and the size of
the service engineers team (as we will see in Section 5). Obviously, both
the service provider and the emergency supplier prefer to make more
profits by signing the individually most favorable service contract.
However, to obtain the best result for any player, the possible decision
of the counterpart needs to be considered.

The local service provider decides on his spare parts stock levels and
the number of service engineers he hires such that he maximizes his
own profit. His decision depends on the transaction cost he needs to

transfer to the supplier for providing the emergency shipments. The
contract transaction cost can be a function of the number of spare parts
and service engineers. Eq. (1) defines the expected local service pro-
vider (LSP) profit per time unit.

=LP U S H E O ES( , ).
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k k
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There is a constraint on the average waiting time of repair calls that
the LSP needs to satisfy when deciding on S and E. The income of the
LSP is fixed and independent of his decision variables. Therefore,
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The number of parts in the replenishment pipeline for spare part
type-k can be modeled as a M/M/Sk/Sk queue. Then, it is easy to show
that Eq. (3) gives the loss probability (Erlang B formula) for type-k
spare parts. Eq. (2) gives the total average waiting time of the repair
calls. It is the summation of the average waiting time for emergency
shipments, which is basically equal to the loss probability times the
emergency shipment mean time, and the average waiting time of repair
calls in the service engineers queue. Finding the average waiting time in
the service engineers queue is not straightforward. Different methods
for calculating theWG H E/ / are proposed in [30]. Finally, γ(S) shows the
failure arrival rate to the service engineers queue. It is less than the total

Table 1
Summary of notations.

Input parameters:
Spare parts k: 1, ...,K
λ Total failure rate of the system
pk Probability that the repair call needs a type-k spare part; = pk k

k Regular replenishment rate for type-k spare part

k
em Emergency replenishment rate for type-k spare part

μk Service rate for type-k repair job (i.e. the reciprocal of the expected repair time)
Hk Type-k spare part holding cost, per item per time unit (incurred for parts in stock and in the pipeline)
O Cost of hiring a service engineer per time unit
U Local service provider fixed income per time unit
d Internal cost the supplier incurs for each emergency shipment
Decision variables:
Sk Type-k spare part stock level; S= S S{ , , }K1 is the vector of spare parts stock levels
E Number of service engineers hired
C Cost the local service provider needs to pay to the supplier per emergency shipment
β Fraction of the LSP internal revenue that is transferred to the supplier in a revenue-sharing contract
Auxiliary variables:
γ(S) Total arrival rate of repair calls to the engineers queue (function of the spare parts stock levels)
WG H E/ / Expected waiting time of calls in the LSP service engineers queue; a multi-server queue with a generalized arrival process with a rate γ, E servers, and a hyper-

exponential service time
W(S, E) Total expected waiting time of all repair calls (failures), which includes the expected waiting time for service engineers and for emergency replenishments (function

of the spare parts stock level and the number of service engineers)
λL(S) Emergency (over-flow) failure rate: the arrival rate of repair calls that are satisfied by the emergency supplier (function of the spare parts stock levels)

ES( , ) Transaction cost that the LSP needs to transfer to the supplier in a emergency supply contract per time unit
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failure rate λ, since a fraction of the repair calls is satisfied by the
emergency supplier.

The incurred cost for the supplier for (occasionally) taking over the
service from the local service provider is a demand-dependent (per
shipment) cost. It is assumed that the emergency supplier always has the
demanded spare parts and service engineers available immediately. There
are different scenarios which make this assumption justified. This pro-
blem can be a part of a bigger supply chain in which the emergency
supplier (OEM or larger service provider) serves many other service
providers, and because of the pooling effect there are always ample spare
parts and service engineers available on her side. But there also exist si-
tuations in which the emergency supplier is able to produce the spare
parts on demand, e.g. using additive manufacturing, see [35]. The
emergency supplier is interested in her own profit which is formulated as:

=SP E dS S( , ) ( ),L (6)

where, λL(S) is the emergency repair call (failure) rate and is given by

= P SS( ) ( ).L
k

k k
L

k
(7)

Note that the emergency failure rate, λL(S) is a function of the LSP spare
parts stock level.

The game between these two players can be modeled in different
scenarios and with different types of contracts and transaction costs. In
the following sections, the different flavors of this game between the
LSP and the supplier are investigated. In Section 4, a Stackelberg game
between the two players is studied in a principal-agent framework with
a price-only contract. The centralized solution is investigated in
Section 5 and a cooperative game, namely, revenue-sharing contract is
introduced, in which both players can earn more and achieve the
centralized optimal solution.

4. Stackelberg game with price-only contract

In this section, we study the situation where the emergency supplier
possesses certain power over the LSP to design the contract parameters.
The contract has only one parameter, which is the incidental emergency
shipment cost the supplier charges LSP for each emergency call, i.e., the
transaction cost gives

=E CS S( , ) ( ).L (8)

In the economics literature, this framework is called a principal-
agent model in which the principal (emergency supplier in this paper)
designs the contract and the agent (LSP in this paper) follows and de-
fines his decision variables based on the given contract terms. In this
model, we assume that the local service provider acts rationally, i.e. he
uses an optimal setting of S and E for any emergency shipment cost
values, C. This problem can be modeled as a Stackelberg game [36]
between the supplier and the LSP. To find an equilibrium of a Stack-
elberg game (Stackelberg equilibrium) we need to solve a dynamic two-
period problem via backwards induction. First, for a given emergency
shipment cost C, the local service provider decides on his (sub)optimal
spare parts stock level and the number of service engineers. Therefore,
the LSP problem (total cost minimization) is defined as follows

= + +LC S H E O CP S( ) min min ( ),
E E k

k k LLSP
PO

S S, , (9)

W E WSsubject to ( , ) .max (10)

Karush [18] proved that the Erlang loss probability (Eq. (3)) is
strictly decreasing and convex on its entire domain. This suggests that
the emergency failure rate λL(S) (see Eq. (7)) is a decreasing and convex
function in the spare part stock levels. Therefore, the objective function
(9) is a convex function in the spare part stock levels. Note that the
average waiting time (W(S, E)) is not a monotone function in the stock
levels of spare parts. Yet, it is decreasing in the number of service en-
gineers, E. The problem P( )LSP

PO is studied in [30] and can be solved

numerically with a greedy heuristic. Let S*, E* and *L be the (sub)
optimal values for a given C:

CS*( ) (11)

E C* ( ) (12)

=C CS( *( )) * ( )L L (13)

Then, knowing the LSP response to any value of the emergency ship-
ment cost, the supplier chooses a C value that maximizes his profit. The
supplier expected profit given the price-only contract gives:

=SP C d C( ) * ( )L (14)

In a principal-agent platform game, the agent will accept the con-
tract if the profit he earns is not less than his outside opportunity (re-
served) profit. In this problem, the outside opportunity or alternative
for the local service provider is switching to the full backlogging policy
where the failures will be backlogged in the case the spare parts or
service engineers are not immediately available. The LSP problem with
full backlogging policy is studied in [29]. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the emergency supplier reserved profit is 0. In Appendix B,
it is shown that for any given maximum average waiting time, Wmax,
there is a threshold for the emergency shipment cost, Cth, such that for
any emergency shipment cost equal and greater than this threshold, the
full backlogging policy outperforms the partial backlogging policy. It
means, in this Stackelberg game model, if the supplier decides to charge
an emergency shipment cost higher than this threshold, the LSP will
switch to the full backlogging policy and will decline the contract.
Therefore, this threshold is the maximum value that the supplier can
charge for emergency shipment cost in the contract, otherwise she loses
the business and earns nothing. Hence, we add this as a constraint for
the supplier maximization problem:

=SP C d C

C C

P( ): max max( ) * ( )

,
C C

L

th

S
PO

where Cth is the emergency shipment cost threshold above which the
full backlogging policy gives higher profit (lower total cost) for the local
service provider than the partial backlogging policy. To find the
threshold value, we need to find the emergency shipment cost value
with which the partial backlogging model gives the same optimal total
cost value as the full backlogging policy. It is obvious that the optimal
total cost of the partial backlogging model is increasing in the emer-
gency shipment cost, therefore, we can use a bisection search to find the
Cth. As discussed in Appendix B, for some cases the full backlogging
policy outperforms the partial backlogging policy even for =C 0. In this
case, the LSP is better off with the full backlogging policy, and having
any contract with the emergency supplier is not beneficial for him. In
the following analysis we assume that there always exists a positive
emergency shipment threshold value Cth. In addition, we assume
Cth> d, otherwise, the emergency supplier can not offer any price-only
contract that results in a positive expected profit for her.

To find the Stackelberg equilibrium, i.e., the optimal emergency
shipment cost, we need a numerical procedure. Since the LSP problem
does not have a solution in closed form, solving this problem analyti-
cally is not possible. The first method that one may use is an exhaustive
search on the emergency shipment cost in the range of d to Cth to find
the value that maximizes the supplier’s profit. However, it is obvious
that this approach becomes computationally intractable when the
problem gets larger. To find a more efficient way, we need to first
analyze the problem.

For any given C, problem P( )LSP
PO yields the optimal spare parts stock

levels and the optimal number of service engineers. By increasing the
emergency shipment cost, the solution may stay the same for a while,
until the change of spare parts inventory and service engineers hiring
cost (internal cost) becomes less costly than change in emergency
shipment cost, i.e.,
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where

=C CS( ( )) * ( ).L L (16)

S(C)H is the optimal inventory holding cost, E(C)O is the optimal
hiring cost of the service engineers given the emergency shipment cost
C, and ϵ is a very small number. In this point, the solution changes and
the emergency failure rate decreases. This suggests that, the optimal
emergency failure rate, C* ( ),L is a decreasing step function in emer-
gency shipment cost. Fig. 2 shows this behavior for the example below
with one type of spare part:

Example 1. = day1/ , = day0.2/ , =µ day0.5/ , = day3/ ,em

=O day100/ , =H day110/ , =W day0.15 ,max =d 500,
=U 2000.

This makes the supplier profit, given in Eq. (6), a linear step-wise
function of the emergency shipment cost, see for example Fig. 3.

Hence, it is obvious that the optimal emergency shipment cost that
maximizes the supplier profit, will be either among the peak points in
Fig. 3 (or equivalently one of the drop points in Fig. 2) which is less
than Cth, or the highest feasible C value, i.e., the Cth value. It means, if
we could find the drop points (the emergency cost values at which the
optimal emergency failure rate will drop), we only need to search
among these points to find the optimal emergency shipment cost. First,
let us formally define the drop points:

Definition 1. In a given range of [0, Cth], there is finite set of
emergency shipment cost values δi ∈ Δ(Cth) such that

+* ( ) * ( )L i L i

where C* ( )L is the optimal emergency failure rate the LSP sends to the
supplier given the emergency shipment cost C and ϵ is a small positive
number. Such a δi value is called a drop point and Δ(Cth) is the set of all
drop points in the range of [0, Cth].

In Appendix A, we introduce an efficient way to find the drop points
in a given range. In this method, we only solve the greedy algorithm of
the LSP problem twice, which means that this procedure is computa-
tionally efficient. The supplier profit function (14) is a piece-wise linear
function in the emergency shipment cost which can be reformulated as
follows

= <

<

SP

C d l C
C d l C

C d l C C

( ) 0 ,
( ) ,

( ) ,n n th

1 1

2 1 2

1 (17)

where δis are the drop points which are introduced in Definition 1 and
=l i n, 1, ,i is the emergency failure rate given that the emergency

shipment cost is between i 1 and δi. Given this formulation, it is easy to
show that

Proposition 1. The optimal solution of the Problem PS
PO is either found at

one of the drop points in the sets Δ(Cth) or at the Cth value.

The proofs of propositions are given in Appendix D. In the next
section, first we examine the optimal centralized solution as the
benchmark. Later on, we introduce a cooperative contract with which
the players are able to achieve the coordinated solution in this game.

5. Centralized solution and cooperative contracts

In this section, we are interested to see how much the two parties
together can earn if the decisions are made centrally. Furthermore, we
investigate with what procedure, we can lead the parties to change their
decisions based on the solution of the Stackelberg game to the optimal
centralized solution using cooperation (Section 5.1). First, we need to
find the optimal solution in the case the decision is made centrally. For
that, the problem is to maximize the total profit in the system while
satisfying the maximum average waiting time constraint.

=TP U S H E O dP S( ) max max ( )
E E k

k k LC
S S, , (18)

W E WS( , ) max (19)

A close to optimal solution of this problem can be found using the
greedy heuristic procedure introduced in Rahimi-Ghahroodi et al. [30].
The problem (PC) has the same structure as the local service provider
problem, P( ),LSP

PO in the Stackelberg equilibrium setting. More precisely,
the centralized solution can be found by solving the local service pro-
vider’s total cost minimization problem where the emergency cost is d
(incidental emergency shipment cost the supplier incurs per shipment).
Therefore, by definition, the centralized solution always gives equal or
higher total profit than the summation of the LSP and the supplier
profits in the price-only Stackelberg equilibrium. However, still a
question is how to share the total profit in the centralized solution.

Fig. 2. Optimal emergency (loss) rate as a function of emergency shipment cost for Example 1.
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Therefore, a framework is needed to lead the players to the centralized
solution but at the same time, gives them a strategy to share the profits.
If a contract is able to align decision variables to accomplish the optimal
centralized solution, we say it coordinates the system.

As we expected, numerical experiments show that the spare parts
stock levels and the number of service engineers in the centralized so-
lution generally, but not always, differ from those of the Stackelberg
solution. We can test this for Example 1. In this example, the total profit
in the centralized solution is equal to € 960.8 and the Cth is equal to €
2855.2 (see Section 4). In the Stackelberg equilibrium, the optimal
value for the emergency shipment cost is € 2179.5 (chosen by the
supplier). This makes the LSP and the supplier profits € 567.3 and €
202.4, respectively. Therefore, the total profit in the Stackelberg solu-
tion is € 769.7 which is lower than the total centralized profit. This
means the coordination between the supplier and the LSP increases the
total profit with 960.8−769.7= € 191.1 (24.8%). By solving the
centralized problem, we find a different spare part stock level and
number of service engineers than those of the Stackelberg solution. In
the case that the centralized and the Stackelberg problems result in the
same spare parts stock levels and the number of service engineers, there
will be no benefit from the coordination. We expect that obtaining the
same result in the centralized and the Stackelberg solutions becomes
less likely in larger problems.

We are interested to design a contract in which players achieve all
benefits of the coordination. In other words, a framework which forces
players to always act towards the centralized solution. That is possible,
if both players benefit from this contract. To achieve the coordination,
we investigate cooperative games. Players will agree on a cooperation
contract in which both earn, and the benefit of this cooperation will be
divided among them fairly, but what is fair? In the next two sections,
we propose two ways of cooperation between the local service provider
and the emergency supplier.

5.1. Revenue-sharing

Suppose the local service provider and the supplier agree on a rev-
enue-sharing contract such that the LSP transfers a fraction β of his in-
ternal revenue to the supplier; β∈ [0, 1]. The LSP’s internal revenue can
be calculated by subtracting the spare parts holding and the service en-
gineers hiring costs from his income (U), i.e. his total revenue excluding
the emergency shipment cost. With this contract, the LSP and supplier
profit functions, and the contract transaction cost are as follows:

=LP U S H E O C S(1 ) ( ),
k

k k L
(20)

= +SP U S H E O C d S( ) ( ),
k

k k L
(21)

= +E U S H E O CS S( , ) ( ).
k

k k L
(22)

With a simple condition, this revenue-sharing contract can coordinate
the system:

Proposition 2. Suppose the LSP and the emergency supplier agree on a
revenue-sharing contract in which the LSP transfers a fraction β of his
internal revenue to the supplier and in return, the supplier agrees to set the
incidental emergency shipment cost equal to

=C d(1 ) . (23)

In this case, any value of β∈ [0, 1] will coordinate the system, i.e., it results
in the same solution (spare parts stock levels and the number of service
engineers) as the optimal centralized solution.

When =C d(1 ) , the profits of the LSP and the supplier become a
multiplier of the total profit in the centralized model (TP), i.e.,

=LP TP(1 ) , (24)

=SP TP. (25)

It means the β value determines the profit sharing ratio between the LSP
and the supplier. It is obvious that this contract is acceptable for both
players if it is more profitable than the Stackelberg game for each of
them. Therefore, a β value must be chosen that makes this revenue-
sharing contract attractive for both players.

Proposition 3. In the revenue-sharing contract described in Proposition 2,
the LSP and the emergency supplier accept the contract iff

SP
TP

LP
TP• 1 • ,

(26)

where TP• is the optimal total profit in the centralized problem, LP is the
optimal LSP profit and SP is the optimal supplier profit in the Stackelberg
problem.

The range , 1SP
TP

LP
TP• • is always non-empty, and there always exists a

Fig. 3. Supplier profit as a function of emergency shipment cost for Example 1.
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value for β in [0,1] which satisfies the condition in (26).

A revenue-sharing contract with a sharing fraction (β) value within
the range in (26) and =C d(1 ) will coordinate the system and make
the expected profits of both players higher than those of the Stackelberg
game. The supplier, however, has another motivation to sign this rev-
enue-sharing contract. By setting the emergency shipment cost value less
than her own cost and in return receiving a fraction of the LSP internal
revenue, the supplier is actually exchanging some part of her stochastic
profit with a certain amount (a fraction of the LSP internal revenue).
Therefore, she will have less risk in this contract. We study the risk that
each player bears in this contract in Section 6 in more detail.

The question that remains is what value of β in this feasible range
should be chosen? The higher the β value, the higher the supplier profit.
In the cooperation, they together earn as much as TP• value in total.
Hence, the benefit of cooperation, BC is equal to

= +BC TP SP LP• ( ). (27)

In the proposition below, one possible approach for sharing the benefit
is described in which the benefit of cooperation is divided evenly be-
tween the players.

Proposition 4. In a coordinated revenue-sharing contract, choosing the β
value in (28) and =C d(1 ) results in a solution in which the benefit of
coordination is divided evenly between the LSP and the supplier:

= +SP TP LP
TP

•

2 • .
(28)

This β value is always feasible, i.e. satisfies the condition in (26). Using this
sharing fraction value makes the expected profits of the LSP and the supplier
as follows:

= +LP LP TP SP•

2
, (29)

= +SP SP TP LP•

2
. (30)

It is easy to show that the β value in (28) is actually the middle point
of the β feasible range defined in (26), so the solution of this approach is
in the core of the problem (i.e., it is a feasible solution). It is worth
noting that dividing the benefit of the cooperation evenly actually gives
the same solution as the Shapley value which is a well-known benefit
sharing concept in cooperative game theory [see e.g. 33].

The revenue-sharing contract works when the supplier has full in-
formation about the LSP revenue. The information which the supplier
needs in order to learn the LSP revenue are: the failure rates, the service
level (maximum average waiting time), the LSP’s internal costs (spare
parts holding cost and service engineers hiring cost), and the LSP in-
come U. If the supplier does not have full information on one of these
parameters, the contract should be redesigned. In the interesting case
where the income of the LSP, U, is not revealed to the supplier, e.g.
because either the LSP does not want to share his income information or
the supplier does not fully trust LSP’s information, a different contract
should be considered. One way to do that is to propose sharing cost
instead of sharing revenue, see, Rahimi-Ghahroodi [28], Section 7.4.2.

6. Risk and utility functions

In the revenue-sharing contract, although the contract parameters
are determined based on nominal (expected) values, the amount which
each player earns will depend on the realized number of failures. For
the LSP, it is obvious that if the realized number of failures becomes
more than its predetermined rate, he earns less. Moreover, since C< d,
a number of failures larger than its predetermined rate will have a
negative effect on the supplier profit as well. Therefore, the risk of

having more failures will be shared, not necessarily equally, between
the LSP and the supplier in the revenue-sharing contracts.

To calculate the risk of the LSP and the supplier profits, we need to
find the variance of the emergency failure arrival process. Although the
failure arrival process is assumed to be as a Poisson process, the
emergency failure arrivals do not form a Poisson process anymore
(because of the spare parts stock impact), see [30]. Finding the variance
of the emergency failure arrivals needs some complex analysis. In
Appendix C, we show how to calculate the variance of the emergency
failure arrival process. Suppose its variance is given as Var(AL). The
proposition below gives the variance of the LSP and the supplier profits.

Proposition 5. For the revenue-sharing contract described in Propositions
2, given a value of β, the variances Var(LP) and Var(SP) satisfy

=Var LP d Var A( ) (1 ) ( ),L
2 2 (31)

=Var SP d Var A( ) ( ).L
2 2 (32)

Suppose, in the revenue-sharing contract, the players are interested
to involve their risks in choosing the right sharing fraction, β. The
feasible range of β is determined as stated in (26). In this case, to see
what value of β in this range should be chosen, players decide based on
their utility instead of their expected profit. The definition below gives
the utility functions of the LSP and the supplier in the revenue-sharing
contract.

Definition 2. Suppose the risk aversion factors rL and rS determine the
risk sensitivity of the LSP and the supplier, respectively. Hence, the
utility functions of the LSP and the supplier in a revenue-sharing
contract are as follows

= =LP r Var LP TP r d Var A( ) (1 )( • (1 ) ( )),L L L L
2 (33)

= =SP r Var SP TP r d Var A( ) ( • ( )).S S S L
2 (34)

This form of utility function has been widely used in recent litera-
ture, see [4]. Each player is attempting to optimize his or her own
utility. The proposition below gives us the β values that optimize the
LSP and the supplier utility functions, which are not necessarily equal.

Proposition 6. Given the utility functions in Definition 2, *L and *S give
the optimal sharing fraction values for the LSP and the supplier utility
functions respectively:

=

<

<

>

SP
TP

R

R TP
R

R

LP
TP

R

*

• if 0

2 •

2
if

1 • if

L

L

L

L
L

L

1

1 2

2
(35)

=

<

<

>

LP
TP

R

TP
R

R

SP
TP

R

*

1 • if 0

•

2
if

• if

S

S

S
S

S

1

1 2

2
(36)

where

=R r d Var A( ),L L L
2 (37)

=R r d Var A( ),S S L
2 (38)
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= TP
TP SP

•

2( • )
,1

2

(39)

= TP
LP

•

2
,2

2

(40)

= TP
TP LP

•

2( • )
,1

2

(41)

= TP
SP

•

2
.2

2

(42)

As stated in Proposition 6, the LSP and the supplier have not always
aligned objectives in their utility, i.e., the β values that maximize the
LSP and the supplier utility functions are not necessarily the same.
Nevertheless, the proposition below gives the optimal β value when
there is a unique optimal solution (the optimal solutions for the LSP and
the supplier are the same) for the sharing fraction value β:

Proposition 7. Given the utility functions in Definition 2, there is a unique
optimal solution for the sharing fraction value β under the conditions
specified. β* gives the solution that optimizes both the LSP and the supplier
utility function.

=

< >

> <

< <

=

SP
TP

R R

LP
TP

R R

TP
R

R R

R TP
R

TP
R
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• if 0 and

1 • if and 0
•

2
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2 •

2

•

2

L S

L S

S
L S

L

L S

1 2

2 1

1 2 1 2

(43)

where R R, , , ,L S 1 2 1 and ξ2 are defined in Proposition 6.

If the LSP and the supplier have conflicting objectives, i.e. the op-
timal β value for the LSP and the supplier utility functions are not the
same, different approaches can be followed. One of the players may
have more power in negotiation, and he or she will determine a value
for β in this conflicting situation based on his or her utility function.
Suppose, none of the players is dominant and the value of β should be
chosen in a negotiation with equal opportunity. One “fair” solution is to
pick a value for β such that the LSP and the supplier utility functions
have the same deviation from their optimum values. The proposition
below gives this solution:

Proposition 8. In the case where the LSP and the supplier utility functions
optimizers, *L and *S respectively (given the utility functions in Definition
2), are not equal, βm gives the solution that guarantees equal deviation of the
LSP and the supplier utility from their optimum values while the summation
of their utility values is maximum. βm is equal to + (44) if it is between *L
and *S values, otherwise βm is equal to (45).

=
+ + +

+
R TP R TP R R TP R R

R R

• ( • ) ( )( • ( * *) * (2 *) * )
,

L L L S L S L L L S S

L S

2 2

(44)

=
+ +R TP R TP R R TP R R

R R

• ( • ) ( )( • ( * *) *(2 *) * )
,

L L L S L S L L L S S

L S

2 2

(45)

where RL and RS are defined in Proposition 6.

In summary, the player that is more risk sensitive will give up a
portion of his or her expected profit in order to have less risk. For both
players, the expected profit and the risk are positively correlated. The
higher the β value, the higher the supplier’s expected profit and at the
same time her risk, and the other way around for the LSP. If the supplier
is more sensitive to the risk than the LSP, they will choose a β value
which is less than the Shapley value. A higher β value will be chosen
when the LSP is more sensitive.

7. Numerical performances

In this section, we show numerical results for an example with 8
types of spare parts. The value of each parameter is randomly generated
in a reasonable range and is given in Table 2. We solve the Stackelberg
game and the centralized problem for different maximum average
waiting time.

Suppose =W 1max day. In Figs. 4 and 5, the optimal emergency failure
rate and the supplier profit are plotted as a function of the emergency
shipment cost (in the range of [0, Cth]). With the method explained in
Appendix A, we are able to find the drop points in Fig. 4, and then check
these drop points to determine which one gives the highest value of the
supplier profit. This will be the solution of the Stackelberg equilibrium
(optimal emergency shipment cost for the supplier).

For each value of the service level (maximum average waiting time),
we calculate the total benefit that the players can obtain by following a
coordinated cooperation contract (revenue-sharing contract), which is
plotted in Fig. 6. To calculate the benefit of coordination, BC, we use
Eq. (27). Assuming that the coordination is obtained using revenue-
sharing contract, and the benefit of the coordination is divided evenly
between the LSP and the supplier, the benefit of each player is plotted
in Fig. 7. As can be seen in the figures, the benefit of coordination can
become considerably high. In this example, there is up to almost 50%
increase in the total profit using a coordinated contract. Note the non-
monotone change of coordination benefit with respect to the service
level, which to a large extent is caused by the fact that the decision
variables in this problem (stock levels and number of service engineers)
are integers. For the LSP and the supplier, in addition to the expected
benefit, the risk is shown as well. The error bar shows the standard
deviation of the benefit each player can acquire by following the rev-
enue-sharing contract. Note, all results are shown in percentages
(compared to the Stackelberg equilibrium result).

In the case the players involve the risk in their decision making,
using the approach discussed in Section 6, we calculate the optimal β

Table 2
Parameters value for an example with 8 types of spare parts.

Spare parts type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Failure rate PDa (λk) 0.1 0.2 0.125 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.125 0.05
Repln. rate PD (νk) 0.035 0.180 0.139 0.029 0.174 0.048 0.020 0.024
Service rate PD (μ) 0.5
Emergency repln. rate PD (νem) 1
Holding cost € PD (H) 112 276 183 279 38 208 35 97
Engineers hiring cost € PD (O) 100
LSP fixed income € PD (U) 8000
Supplier cost € per shipment (d) 500

a Per day.
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value with respect to different ratios of the supplier to the LSP risk
sensitivity factors (r

r
S
L
). The result is illustrated in Fig. 8. The feasible

range of the β values ( , 1SP
TP

LP
TP• • ) as well as the β Shapley value are

given in the figure. As we discussed before, a higher β means higher
expected profit and at the same time higher risk for the supplier and the
other way around for the LSP. Therefore, when the supplier becomes
more sensitive to risk than the LSP (r

r
S
L
increases), optimal β decreases.

Note, disregarding the risk is not the same as the situation that both
players having the same risk sensitivity factors.

8. Conclusion

We study a Stackelberg game between a local service provider (LSP)
and an emergency supplier. The LSP has limited local resources and in
the case of a spare part stock out, he uses an emergency shipment from

the supplier. In this framework, the supplier is the principal and offers a
contract to the LSP. In a Stackelberg game, the supplier offers an
emergency shipment cost which maximizes her profit, while taking into
account the maximum price that the LSP may accept. The LSP declines
the offered contract and switches to the full backlogging policy if the
supplier offers a price higher than this maximum value (threshold). We
propose an original computationally efficient algorithm to find the
equilibrium solution of the Stackelberg game and illustrate that the
optimal emergency shipment cost for the supplier is not necessarily the
maximum feasible (threshold) value. Furthermore, we show that the
Stackelberg game may result in a solution that is not the same as the
optimal centralized solution. In a numerical example, we observe up to
50% difference of the total profits between the optimal centralized
solution and the Stackelberg equilibrium.

To reach system coordination (where a contract is set up that guar-
antees a total profit equal to the centralized solution), a two parameters

Fig. 4. Optimal emergency failure rate as a function of emergency shipment cost for an example with 8 types of spare parts ( =W 1max day).

Fig. 5. Supplier profit as a function of emergency shipment cost for an example with 8 types of spare parts ( =W 1max day).
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(revenue-sharing) coordinated contract is introduced. This contract re-
sults in a feasible set for the parameters in which the contract coordinates
the system and both players are better off. The parameter values in these
feasible ranges define the share of each player from the total benefit of
the coordination. Furthermore, in the revenue-sharing contract, we show
which value of the sharing fraction parameter should be chosen if the
players decide to involve their risks in their decision makings and opti-
mize their utilities instead of their expected profits. When the supplier is
more risk sensitive, a β value is chosen which is smaller than the fair
(Shapley) solution of the situation where they are risk-neutral. When the
LSP is more risk sensitive, a larger value of β is chosen.

There are several directions for future research. Our model assumes
that the supplier has full information on the service provider para-
meters. Although the lack of information about the LSP fixed income
can be compensated by switching from revenue-sharing to cost-sharing

contract [see, 28, Section 7.4.2], for other parameters such as the
failure rate and the service level, more fundamental changes in the
modeling are needed. In the case of hidden information, the problem is
obviously more complicated. Depending on which party has the perfect
information, the problem can be studied by following the literature on
signaling or screening games. Another possible research venue in the
literature that considers imperfect information scenarios are multi-
period games where the players have the opportunity to update their
information over time. Moreover, the emergency shipment cost is as-
sumed to be paid per shipment (a simple linear function of the number
of emergency shipments). However, as an extension, other convex or
concave transaction cost functions can be considered which possibly
change the dynamics of the problem. Furthermore, future studies may
consider the case with a network of multiple service providers and
suppliers who compete to have the best contracts between each other.

Fig. 6. Total benefit of coordination for different maximum average waiting time.

Fig. 7. The expected benefit of the LSP and the supplier in cooperation for different maximum average waiting time. The error bar shows ± standard deviation of
the benefit (risk).
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Another important study object is to include the contracting of the
service provider and the asset owner into the analysis, which leads to a
3-tier after-sales service logistics network.

Another direction to expand this study is to consider investing in
assets and components reliability. For some types of assets, the relia-
bility might be improved, but at tremendous costs (e.g. PCB printing
machines), whereas a simpler and cheaper solution can be to accept
certain failures but making sure that the resulting downtime is mini-
mized by having a highly responsive system of corrective maintenance.
If improvement in reliability is technically possible under an acceptable
investment, the trade-off and interaction between these two actions, i.e.
an investment either in local resources and outsourcing (in order to
increase the corrective maintenance responsiveness), or in asset relia-
bility can be investigated, see Kim et al. [21]. For many technical sys-
tems, nowadays, by means of modern sensor-based condition mon-
itoring, it is possible to monitor some variables, called co-variates, of
critical components that are strongly correlated with their degradation

behavior and evolution. These additional insights in the status of ca-
pital-intensive assets may cause a shift from unplanned (corrective) to
planned (preventive) maintenance, with possibly significant impact on
maintenance resource management. More importantly, it is widely ac-
cepted that one of the potential benefits of condition-based main-
tenance is the expected decrease in local resources investment and/or
emergency repairs as the request of a repair can be triggered by the
identification of a potential failure [23]. This gives a more relaxed time
window for performing the repair.
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Appendix A. Finding drop points

Suppose we are interested to find all the values for the emergency shipment cost in which a change in the LSP optimal solution (spare parts stock
levels and the number of service engineers) occurs (drop points) in the range [0, Cth]. First, by solving the LSP optimization problem (greedy
algorithm), we calculate the (sub)optimal emergency failure rate, L

0 and ,L
th given =C 0 and =C C ,th respectively. Second, by undertaking an

exhaustive search, we find all spare parts stock levels combinations which results in an emergency failure rate in the range [ , ]L L
th0 . Note that the

evaluation of emergency failure rate for different spare parts stock level values is fast. Therefore, performing an exhaustive search will not make the
process too slow. Let us call all these stock levels combinations “candidates”. Then, we sort the candidates increasingly based on

TC TCnew old

L
old

L
new (46)

where TCnew and L
new is the LSP total cost and the emergency failure rate of the candidate, and TCold and L

old is the LSP optimal total cost and the
emergency failure rate of the last found drop point (and for the first one the solution of =C 0). Eq. (46) actually calculates the value of next potential
emergency shipment cost for which cost of changing the solution becomes equal to change of emergency shipment cost, i.e.

=TC TC C ( )new old
L
old

L
new (47)

Each candidate counts as a drop point if its (LSP) total cost is higher than the total cost of the previous drop point, its emergency failure rate is
lower than the emergency failure rate of the previous drop point, and its emergency shipment cost, which is equal to ,TC TCnew old

L
old

L
new is higher than the

previous drop point. By checking these conditions for each candidate, we can find all the drop points. Note that we need to resort the candidates
again after a new drop point is found.

Fig. 8. The optimal β value with respect to the ratios of the supplier to the LSP risk sensitivity factors in the situation where the players involve risk in their decision
makings ( =r 1L ).
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Appendix B. Service policies comparison

In [29,30], an integrated spare parts inventory and service engineers planning problem is studied but with different service policies. While in the
first paper the backlogging policy for both spare parts and service engineers is assumed, in [30], a full emergency shipment in the case of spare parts
stock out, with a cost C per emergency shipment is considered. We refer to the first policy as full backlogging and the latter as partial backlogging
policy. In this section, we investigate under which conditions each of these two service policies results in lower optimal total service cost for the same
service level.

From the total cost definition, it is clear that the optimal total costs for the partial backlogging policy increases in the emergency shipment cost, C,
see [30]. The optimal total cost of the full backlogging model is independent of the emergency shipment cost. Therefore, if the optimal total cost of the
partial backlogging model with =C 0 is less than the optimal total cost of the full backlogging model for the same service level, it is easy to show that:

Proposition B.1. For any given maximum average waiting time value, iff the optimal total costs of the partial backlogging model with =C 0 is less than the
optimal total costs of the full backlogging model, there exists a threshold for the emergency cost, Cth, such that for any emergency cost value below this
threshold, the partial backlogging model results in lower optimal total cost than the full backlogging model. For emergency cost values above this threshold, the
full backlogging model outperforms the partial backlogging model.

Note, given =C 0, the optimal total costs of the partial backlogging model is not necessarily less than the optimal total costs of the full back-
logging model. If in the partial backlogging policy, the emergency shipment is not fast enough [see 30], the full backlogging policy outperforms the
partial backlogging policy even when the emergency shipment is free ( =C 0).

We compare these two models for different values of the maximum average waiting time (service level) and emergency cost, C, in the case study
considered in [29,30]. Fig. 9 shows how much (in percentage) the optimal total service cost in partial backlogging policy is higher (positive) or lower
(negative) than the optimal total service cost of the full backlogging policy for different emergency shipment costs and maximum total average
waiting times. The blackish area is where the partial backlogging policy gives lower total service cost and the whitish area is where the full
backlogging policy gives a better result. The threshold property can be seen in Fig. 9. The highest difference between these two policies occurs when
the maximum average waiting time is high (low service level) and the emergency shipment cost value is in its extremes.

In summary, these results suggest that none of these two service policies, full and partial backlogging, is always superior in terms of the optimal
total cost given the same constraint on the average waiting time (same service level constraint). Depending on the service level and the emergency
shipment cost, one of them outperforms the other. For more expensive emergency shipment cost and lower service level, the full backlogging policy
becomes preferable from a cost perspective.

Appendix C. Variance of emergency failure arrivals

The emergency failure process that is sent to the supplier is a superposition of different arrival streams, each originated from different spare part
type inventory. The stream type k, =k K1, , , is the overflow traffic (loss process) of the spare part type-k inventory. Note, the inventory of spare
part type-k can be modeled as a M/M/Sk/Sk queue, see [30]. The variance of the emergency failure process (overflow stream) type k can be
calculated using Riordan formula as follows [40]:

= +
+ +

Var A P
S P

( ) 1
1k

L
k
L

k k
L k

k k k
L

k (48)

The variance to mean ratio (Peakedness) of the stream k, Zk is equal to

Fig. 9. Full backlogging and partial backlogging po-
licies comparison in total service cost. The percentual
difference of total service cost in these two policies for
different emergency shipment cost and maximum total
average waiting time. The negative percentage
(blackish) area is where the partial backlogging policy
gives lower total service cost. The positive (whitish)
area shows where the full backlogging policy outper-
forms the partial backlogging policy.
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It is possible to show that Zk≥1. It means the overflow stream is more bursty than a Poisson process (with has the peakedness of 1). In other
words, the variance of the number of arrivals in an interval is higher than the mean number of arrivals in that interval.

The exact variance of the superposed process of all overflow streams (total emergency failure process) can be calculated using the integrated
Markov chain of all spare parts inventory. We know from the Palm–Khintchine theorem that the superposition of N independent renewal processes
converges to a Poisson process as N goes to infinity [cf. 13, Chapter 5.8]. Therefore, the variance of the Poisson process, i.e., λL, can be used as a
lower bound and for problems with high number of spare parts as an accurate approximation for the exact variance of the total emergency failure
process.

Appendix D. Proofs of proportions

Proposition 1
Proof. As shown in Eq. (17), the supplier profit function is a piece-wise linear function of emergency shipment cost. Therefore, it is straightforward
to show that the optimal emergency shipment cost is always found at one of the drop points in the sets Δ(Cth) or at the Cth value. □

Proposition 2
Proof. Setting =C d(1 ) means that the supplier should charge an emergency price to the LSP less than his own cost, d. With this condition, the
LSP profit function is

=LP U S H E O d S(1 ) ( )
k

k k L
(50)

Hence, the profits of the LSP and the supplier become a multiplier of the total profit in the centralized model, see the total profit function (18).

=LP TP(1 ) , (51)

=SP TP. (52)

This means that the solution ES(•, •) that optimizes the total profit of the system, i.e. the optimal centralized solution, is also an optimal solution for
the LSP profit using this contract, regardless of the β value in [0, 1]. □

Proposition 3
Proof. Let E CS( , , , )L denote the optimal solution of the price-only Stackelberg problem, and ES(•, •, • )L the optimal centralized solution. We know
that

=

=

=

TP U S H E O d LP

U S H E O C SP

C d

• • • • ,

,

( ) .

k
k k L

k
k k L

L

Both players will accept the contract, if two conditions below hold

=LP TP LP(1 ) • (53)

=SP TP SP• . (54)

These two inequalities define the feasible range of β value in (26). Note that

+TP SP LP• . (55)

Hence, the range , 1SP
TP

LP
TP• • is always nonempty and there always exists a β satisfying (26). Moreover, it is obvious that SP and LP are smaller

than TP• , hence

SP
TP

LP
TP• , 1 • [0, 1].

(56)

□

Proposition 6
Proof. The LSP and the supplier utility functions are a quadratic function in β in which the coefficients of the second degree terms are negative. When
taking derivatives of these utility functions and setting these derivatives equal to zero, we obtain
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Note that L
r and S

r are the optimizing values for the utility functions if they are in the feasible range defined in (26). It is possible to show that L
r

and S
r are in the range , 1 ,SP

TP
LP
TP• • if < RL1 2 and ξ1< RS≤ ξ2 respectively. If L

r and S
r are smaller than ,SP

TP•
it is obvious that the optimal β

value is equal to ,SP
TP•

and if L
r and S

r are larger than 1 ,LP
TP•

then 1 LP
TP•
is the optimal solution. □

Proposition 7
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 6. □

Proposition 8
Proof. We are interested to find the value for β such that

=( *) ( ) ( *) ( ).L L L S S S (59)

The equation above gives

+ + + =R R R TP TP R TP R( ) 2 ( • ) • * * (2 *) • * * 0.S L L L L L L S S S
2 2 (60)

It is possible to show that

+ +R TP R R TP R R( • ) ( )( • ( * *) * (2 *) * ) 0.L L S L S L L L S S
2 2 (61)

Eq. (60) therefore has two solutions as given in (44) and (45). By definition, it is easy to show that one of these two solutions is always between *L
and *,S which is then obviously a feasible solution (it is in the range , 1SP

TP
LP
TP• • ). The other solution may be also feasible, however, it is farther from

the optimal points ( *L and *S ) and hence, the summation of the utility function values is smaller than the one in the fist solution (Note that the utility
functions are quadratic functions in β). Therefore, the solution between *L and *S is always preferable. □

Supplementary material

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.ress.2019.04.027.
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